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ON GENERALIZED (N,Pn,qn) SUMMABILITY

OF JACOBI AND LAGUERRE SERIES

RAJIV SINHA AND DHIRENDRA SINGH

Abstract. In this paper we generalize two theorems of Szego (7] for
Jacobi and Laguerre series by G(N, p, q) summability method.

1. Notation and Definitions
n

The (N, p, A) transform of Sn = L av is defined by
v=O

t Pn-v臣v
v=OTn

Jn

where

％ ＝立 PvAn-v (P-1 至 ＝乍1 = 0),
=0

-/= 0 for n~0.

The series 茫 an or the sequence {Sn} is said to be summable (N, p, A) to s, if
n=O

Tn -+ s as n -+ oo and is said to be absolutely summable 丨N,p, ..\I if {Tn} E EV
and when this happens, we shall write symbolically by {sn} E IN,p, ..\I. The

method (N,p, ..\) reduces to method (N,pn) when An = 1 (Hardy (3] 64]; to the
Euler-Knopp method (E, b) when Pn = pnbn / 乜，An= 汩 乜 (o > 0, b > 0) [(3)
178]; to the method (C,p,/3) (Browein (1)] when Pn = (n十尸 ）n = (nh/3)·
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We write,
fn = Pn - Pn-1 = 6pn
€n = qn - qn-1 = 6.qn

n

µn = 6~where bn =芝 Av
v=O

and 8~is the nth Cesqro mean of the sequence 匹}of order p we noted that

n n

％ ＝芷 匹－占 ＝芷％－謹u
v=O =0

and
n

~Pn一vAvSv
v=O

立 (Pn-v - Pn一V一工 AiSi
=O

立 －山＄
=O

i=O

Here { tv} is the (N, A) mean [圍 p.57) which is equivalent to (R, bn-I, 1) mean
[(3) 113) Rewriting Tn in terms of the simplification given above, we have

Tn
E (Pn-v - Pn-v-dtvbv
v=O
－－立 (Pn-v - Pn一V一 i)bv
v=O

and this form suggest that we can obtain the following extension of the (N,p, ..\)
method.

We now write for any 伝｝

T~P)

n
~fn-vt~姓
v=O
－ 一 ．．n
~ €n-v8f
v=O

t fn-溫µv
v=O
一 － －nL fn-vµv
v=O

(1.1)

where
1 n

t护 ＝ 瓦 I:c{J - 戶）a.a。
v=O

we denoted this mean by G(N,p, A)p (Dhal (2)). When p = 1
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T~1) = (N,p, A) (Sn), the G(N,p, A)p method reduces to (N,p, A) method.

2.

The Jacobi polynomials p~0t,/3\x) o > -1 (j > -1 can be defined from the
generating function [see (7)]

00L p~Q ,/3) (X)wn
n=O

= 2°+/3(1 - 2XW + W2)=-i-[1 - w + (1 - 2XW + W牙 ｝尸

[1 + W + (1 - 2XW + W爭尸

and the Laguerre polynomials L~°'\X) a > -1 from the generating function

[(7)] 00

辶叭 X)Wn = (1 - W)__;°' 一 1 -XW

n=O
exp (i _ W)

The formal expansion of a measurable function /(X) defined on [-1, 1] in a

Jacobi series is
00

J (X) "'L anp~a,{3) (X)
n=O

(1)

where
an =」/ (! - X)"(l + Xl f(x)p~a,/ll(X)dx

hn -1

2o+fJ+l
加 ＝

2n + o + /3 + I
f(n+o+l)
(n + I)

f(n + (3 + 1)
(n+o+f3+1)

and all the integerals are assumed to exist. The expansion of a measurable

function g(x) defined on (0, oo) in a Laguerre series is

()()

g(x)L bnL护 (x)
n=O

(2)

where

bn = f(o + !)A~1.= e 一xxo距 ）L护 (x)dx
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The object of this note is to extend the result on the (C,K) summability of
(1) and (2) to a wider class of generalized (N,p,q) methods. The method of
proof due to Karamata (see (4)]. It's great advantage it avoids the necessity of
obtaining estimates of the Kernal of the generalized (N,p, q) transformation of
(1) and (2) which are more difficult to obtain in the case of Fourier series.

The following two result appear implicity h1 Szego [7].

Theorem A. Let J(x) be Lebesgue measurable in [-1, 1] and suppose

［廿(cosO) - SldO = O(t)
。

as t ---. 0. For o > -1, /3 > -1 suppose the following integral exists.

/ (1 - xr(l + xJi'IJ(x)ldx
-1

(3)

(4)

Then the Jacobi series (1) off(x) is (C, K) summable to s at the point x = I

provided that k > o + f and in the f3 > - f, o + f < k < o + f3 the following
additional antipole condition is satisfied the integral

「(1 + x)钅-t If(x)/dx exist.
-1

(5)

Theorem B. Let g(x) be Lebesgue measureable in [O, oo] and suppose

J'lg(x) - Uldx = O(t)
。

as t 一 0 for a > - 1 suppose the fallowing integral exist

「e-x2 Xa 一 k-f lg(x)ldx
-1

(6)

(7)

Then the Laguerre series (2) of g(x) is (C, K) summable to U at the point x = O
provided that k > a + ! .

These are based on theorem 9.1.4, 9.1.7 respectively~n [7]. Theorem A is
proved explicitly as remark (4) in the proof of Theorem 9.1.4 and the proof of
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Theorem 9.1.7 can be altered in the same way to give Theorem B. {4) \Ve prove

the following two theorems which reduce to Theorem A and B when Pn = A~<-1,
qn = 1, p = 1.

Theorem 1. Let Pn, qn 2: 0 and Pn be non-inc沱asing and such that

訌 閂=O (<:;:ln) (8)

holds. Then the Jacobi series (1) of f(x) is G(N,p,,.\)p summable to Sat the

point x = 1 provided that 寸 < a < f and (3), (4) hold.
Theorem 2. Let Pn, qn~0 and {Pn} be non-mcreasmg and suppose (8)

holds. Then the Laguerre series (2) of g(x) is G(N,p,,.\)p summable to U at the

point x = 0 provided that-! <a< ! and (6) and (7) hold.

It can be remarked that in this case -1 < /3~- f (5) follows from (4).
The proof of these two theorem follow immediately from the following inclusion

theorem and Theorem A and B.

Theorem 3. Suppose that -2~a< 2, Pn,qn~0 伍} zs non-mcreasmg

and that (8) holds then there exists 8 > 0 such that

1
(C,o + - + 8) * G(N,p,,.\)P2

A1ore previsely, if,

o+} n
lim An 芷 (€*µ)i = <I> < 00
n-oo (€ *µ)n

i=O Ai
o+~

Then (C,a +} + h) => G(N,p,>.)p for all h satisfying (10)

3

h
1 o:+=-

0 < < min(- - a:, 2)
2 <I>

(9)

(10)
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Proof. We first show that the restriction of the rate of the growth of the

Afno+}+o for all O < 8 < a + ? / </> where AJ
denotes a constant that may be different at each occurrence. Let 広 be defined

＞(€ *µ荒 ensures that (€ *µ)n

(E*µ)n-1

A 0t+i
n 一 1

団 (€*µ)i
i=O Aia+~

n-2

芝巴
i=O Aia+ i

十

Cn(f *µ)n

Anet+!

by

[1 + c~一 1 • Q工」c户 1 (E *µ)n 一 1

Ana+!

(oµ)。且 [1+ (a+~:k一J
So that

Cn(f *µ)n

Ana+}

Now (9) implies that

I sup切- </>I 一 。
J~n

as n---+ oo, and therefore, ifO < b < i(a+~), n > 0

l1I2十

6
.'u十a

十1［1十
n
rrno＝．`_l·Ic

、̀,＇

3-
2

1
2

+
+

a

i十a
,'
\

十1［
no
n
『
3-
2

6

+a
。q。p＞n

、,＇`
上
2

µ
+

*

O
n

c

A

,
＼

Mn吐! +

士—

fr [I+
i=no+l

and therefore we have

{f *µ)n > MAn吐｝

(X) (X)2 辶 ~YnLA『!+6_xn
n=O n=O

Let {kn} be defined as

002几_.,yn
n=O

n
〒一一｀

槁 = 2._, Dn-iA-a 一 ~-8i

i=O

n

芷辶 A~+i+8,
i=O

(f *µ)n

so that
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By Hardy [3) in order that (C, a + f + 6)~G(N,p, A)p it is necessary and

sufficient that
立 A~丑+lkn-il = 0 (f *µ)n•
i=O

Now n

梠 ＝芷 A;a-! 一 6[Dn + (Dn一 i - Dn)]
i=O

(11)

= DnA;0一t-o 十辶 A严i-o(Dn 一` － 広 ）

and assuming that (10) holds. The first term is positive and second is negative

so that
lknl ::; 2DnA;o-!-o - 梠

hence (11) would follow from

户+!+oA~~~!-cDn 一I= 0
i=O

which is turn will follow from.
n

A~廿+o~(-A;cx-}-c)Di = 0
i=O

since we are assuming (10) holds (13) is equivalent to

(f *µ)n

(€ * JL)n

A~丑+o t(-A-o一! - 勺(€*吵 =0
i=I

In order to prove that (14) holds, let
n
(€*I")n

fn =~Ot 十 3
i=O Ai

(E * P)n-

and for (} > 0, n > 0

互- I!.己 ＝一 －
1 (n+B)

A8 A8 A8屆n n-1 n n /n-d

= k [ (n +n:~:;庄 ＿竺 ］
(€ *庄 (n + O)(a +~) O,nAn丑

= nA~A~+t [ (n + a 十 钅） 一 (<* /t)n ]

(12)

(13)

(14)
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If(} is chosen so that Br/> < (o + ?), then by (9)
咋 In-I. .一 . . " 一"一_,,
AB AB 2: 0

n n-1

for n sufficiently large. To prove (14) it is sufficient to show
n

A~干L(-A;a一 i-)A~+i俘- ri-d = 0(c * fl)n
i=l

and by partial summation this is equivalent to
n

A~+!+6芷 rn [A~弓-oA~+i - A严 一i-oA~可 = O(c *µ)n
i=l

For a sufficiently large fixed N, it is sufficient, µsing (15) to prove

(15)

n

A~吐+o釒LAf 乜:/1弓-o A訂- A:a 一钅一o A鬥] = O(c*µ)n
n i=N

where O < 8 < i (a+ f). Now the term in side the sum is O(n8 - 8 - I) and so
L. H. S. is O(,n·na+!) if(}> 8, and this is clearly O(E *µ)n by (8). Hence (14)
holds and the theorem is proved.

Remark. For qn = l. An our theorem to Thorpe (9).

Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, </>~ 芒矜 and so (10) can
be put in simpler form.

Q'. +~
0<8< ，— 一：：－

<I>

Proof. Since {Pn} is non-increasing and qn~0 it is easy to show that
(f *µ)nfn+I is non-increasing. Hence

(€ *µ)i > -乜
i+l - n+l (O~i~n+l)

So that
A cr+t n
,l 三

(<*Jt)n~尸
An
a+ 1.

2 t (E *劻 (i + 1)
(E * /l)n i=O (i + l)A~+~
吐钅 n

> An 芷 (i + 1)
(n + 1) i=O Ai

吐钅

using the asymptotic expressions.
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